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In t roduc t ion
For many years, archaeological research on the West 
in the Visigothic period has relied upon the study of 
small finds of clothing (Barrière-Flavy 1892; Åberg 
1922; Zeiss 1934; James 1977; Ripoll 1991; Bierbrau-
er 1994; Ebel-Zepezauer 2000; Sasse 2000; Hernandez 
2001; Stutz 2003; López Quiroga 2010). The analysis 
of such objects has gone through an important process 
of renewal in the last few decades. Nonetheless, the 
research on the early Visigothic kingdom is still condi-
tioned by certain long-lasting historiographical myths, 
some of which involve archaeology directly: the ex-
istence of a general lack of Visigothic-period archae-
ological remains in southern Gaul and of a coherent 
and homogeneous settlement area of Visigoths in cen-
tral Spain, and the coexistence of two sharply distin-
guished geographies, a popular one and an aristocratic 
one. Some of these concepts just seem to be outdated, 
when considering the general features of clothing ac-
cessories in southern Gaul and Hispania, their dating 
and the pattern of their dissemination.
This paper does not intend to discuss in depth every 
one of the above-mentioned research problems. In-
stead, I will concentrate very briefly on what I consider 
to be two key topics for a better understanding of the 
global picture in the early Visigothic kingdom: multi-
culturalism and regionalism.
Cu l tu ra l  d ive r s i ty
A number of scholars have dealt with the topic of the 
multiplicity of cultural traditions taking part in the 
moulding of Visigothic-period clothing in southern 
Gaul, and especially in Spain (Zeiss 1934; Bierbrau-
er 1980; Ripoll 1985; 1991; 1998; 1999; Sasse 2000; 
Ebel-Zepezauer 2000). However, the perspective used 
to focus on defining some kind of barbarian-Mediter-
ranean duality in its last consequence implied a more 
or less explicitly formulated ethnic attribution, that is, 
Visigothic or Roman.
A careful examination of small finds from the area of 
the early Visigothic regnum shows that such a reduc-
tionist picture does not fit the complexity of the archae-
ological record. Perhaps the clearest problem is posed 
by the examination of traces of barbaricum-originated 
clothing traditions in southern Gaul and Spain. Here 
we have to deal with north Pontic and middle-Danube 
inspired clothing accessories, but also with elements 
that originated in northern Gaul or in the Rhine area, 
which reached the territories of the Visigothic kingdom 
as well.
All of these objects are documented in southern Gaul 
and Hispania by the mid-fifth century, during what can 
be labelled as the first phase of intense inhumation ha-
billée (clothed inhumation) in many cemeteries. At that 
time, north Pontic traditions of dress can be observed 
in some Narbonensis I cemeteries (Fig. 1), such as Le 
Vernet-Le Mouraut, Estagel-Les Tombes, Molandier-
Bénazet and Maguelone (Catalo et al. 2008; Paya 
2010; Lantier 1943; 1949; Cazes 2009; Legrand-Gar-
notel 2004). Some stray or settlement finds, located 
mainly in Narbonensis and the Garonne valley, may be 
added to this group: Albias, Séviac, Bragayrac, Quar-
ante (Kazanski 1994, Figs. 1.1; 3.1; 3.3; 8.1; 1998, 
Figs. 3.1; 4.1; 4.3; 5.1; Massendari 2006, pp.126-127, 
Fig. 39). Danubian imports or, most probably, local 
productions after middle-Danube prototypes, can be 
identified in this period, in sites such as Herpes and 
Routier (Delamain 1892; Toulze, Toulze 1983). The 
latter can be linked to a group of necropolises scat-
tered between Toulouse and Carcassone that will be 
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discussed later. Herpes keeps appearing as a somewhat 
isolated enclave, with a very genuine mixture of ele-
ments that originated both in the middle Danube and 
Anglo-Saxon territories. During that period, southwest 
Spain, the Lusitania province, seems to be the main 
area of concentration of north Pontic and middle-Dan-
ube small finds in the Iberian Peninsula. Let us quote 
as the clearest examples the fibulae from the castle of 
Sines, Merida and F. Calzadilla’s private collection, 
and the sword-furnished grave of Beja. To this group 
could be linked maybe a lead model and a belt buckle, 
probably found somewhere in southern Spain: they 
both find their best counterparts in the Ponto-Danubian 
territories (Pinar 2011, Figs. 1-3; 6B.1, with earlier lit-
erature).
Further related finds appear occasionally in northwest 
Spain and in the centre of the Castilian plateau. In this 
last territory, they may be broadly contemporary to a 
Hispanic-based group of female graves dressed with 
locally produced Blechfibel type bow brooches (Fig. 
2.32, 79). The appearance of such a group, named I/
II in earlier papers (Pinar 2010a; 2010b), may be 
slightly later than the earliest Ponto-Danubian ele-
ments recorded in Narbonensis and Lusitania. That 
is indeed difficult to assert, due to the lack of such 
graves in southern Gaul, where only a few of the ob-
jects characterising the central Spanish group have so 
far been identified. It is very likely that this group and 
the earliest south-Gaulish clothing combinations with 
crossbow brooches after the north Pontic fashion were 
partially contemporary, both of them having an upper 
chronological limit of about 500 AD.
No clear difference between the dissemination area of 
north-Pontic, Danubian and northern Gaul-Rhineland 
elements can be appreciated. They all occur in the same 
regional contexts, frequently also in the same sites. 
Distinguishing between Pontic and Danubian influenc-
es appears to be especially difficult, as they seem to be 
intimately bound from the very beginning. Maguelone 
grave 2187 (Legrand-Garnotel 2004, Fig. 59) appears 
to be a good example, as it contained a combination 
of a Wielbark culture descendant crossbow brooch and 
a middle-Danube radiated bow brooch, reproducing a 
mainly northern Black Sea type of clothing (Mastykova 
2007, Figs. 7.4; 8.1; 8.6; Pinar, forthcoming). Another 
interesting case is the aforementioned pair of brooches 
from Chasseneuil-sur-Bonnieure grave 89 (Poignant 
2010, Fig. 3), which appears to be a mixed form be-
tween middle-Danube Prša-Levice fibulae and mainly 
north-Gaulish-Rhenanian productions of Bulles-Lauri-
acum-Sindelfingen type.
Fig. 1. Examples of early female graves dressed after north Pontic traditions in Narbonensis: A  Le Mouraut, grave 83 (after 
Paya 2010); B  Estagel, grave 118 (photographs by J. Pinar. I want to thank Patrick Périn and Christian Landes for study 
and publication permission).
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A general look at the graves of the first phase of intense 
clothed inhumations in the better-researched cemeter-
ies shows indeed a remarkable mixture of clothing 
traditions already (Fig. 2). Thus, female graves with 
Blechfibeln, so-called nomadic earrings and graves af-
ter north Pontic clothing traditions appear in the first 
phase of frequent clothed inhumations, in cemeteries 
such as Duratón, and to a lesser extent Boadilla de Ar-
riba (Molinero 1948; 1971; Catalán, Rojas 2010; Pinar 
2011). In some cases, influences from northern Gaul 
or from the Rhineland can also be recognised, for ex-
ample in the earliest graves with repoussé-decorated 
disc brooches (Fig. 2.75) at Le Mouraut and Duratón 
(Catalo et al. 2008, pp.278-279; Molinero 1948, Pl. 
XXVI.3; 1971, IV.1). In the latter cemetery, grave 427 
(Fig. 3) was furnished with a ‘Merovingian’ combina-
tion of two small cloisonné disc brooches and a sim-
ple iron belt buckle (Molinero 1971, Pl. XXXVI.2); it 
should be dated to this period or to the one immediate-
ly after. A number of early small bow brooches of the 
so-called Numancia type (Fig. 2.229, 4C) can be re-
garded as the result of further northwestern influence, 
as they probably represent a local form based upon 
fibulae of Bulles-Lauriacum-Sindelfingen type (Pinar, 
2012). They occur at Duratón, Estagel and Espirdo. A 
mid-to-late fifth-century radiated bow brooch found at 
Deza, grave 8 (Taracena 1927, Pl. 16.8; Zeiss 1934, Pl. 
5.6) can certainly be regarded as an import from the 
upper Rhine region. Danubian-inspired female dresses 
are also recorded in this cemetery; however, they seem 
to appear somewhat later, not before the second third 
of the sixth century. A similar context can be attributed 
to the Nieder-Florstadt type brooch corresponding to 
a stray find at Ouveillan, Champ de l’Âne (Hernan-
dez 2001, num. 452). In the nearby cemetery of Le 
Chambard, some mid-sixth century objects linked to 
Ponto-Danubian traditions have been recorded (Bouis-
set 1973).
Further examples of the coexistence of traditions of 
dress from different Central or East European regions 
can be found at Madrona and Carpio de Tajo (Molinero 
1971; Sasse 2000). In the former, a radiated bow fibula 
connected to Groβ-Umstadt type forms was recorded 
as a surface find (Fig. 4D). It may probably be regarded 
Fig. 2. Duratón: examples of graves belonging to the first phase of generalised clothed inhumation (after Molinero 1971).
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as an import. Grave 24 in the same cemetery (Fig. 4E) 
contained a bow brooch related to Nieder-Florstadt 
type, typical of northern Gaul and the Rhine territories. 
It might form part of a dress combination finding its 
best counterparts in the North Sea region. Madrona is 
one of the most representative cemeteries for central 
Spanish female inhumations dressed after Ponto-Dan-
ubian traditions. Nonetheless, we cannot be sure that 
these traditions were already present by the mid-fifth 
century. The only possibility would be grave 337 (Fig. 
4H), containing a combination of a crossbow brooch, 
omega brooch and iron composite belt buckle, which 
has its best counterparts in the Scandinavian area (Pi-
nar, forthcoming). The grave cannot be dated precisely 
between the mid-fifth century and the end of the first 
third of the sixth century. In Spain, no other omega 
fibula has been recorded in similar clothing combina-
tions before 500 AD, thus rendering a priori doubtful a 
fifth-century dating for Madrona 337.
A similar picture can be observed at Carpio de Tajo, 
where another brooch related to the Nieder-Florstadt 
type is said to come from grave 119 (Fig. 4A). The rest 
of the grave’s inventory belongs to the sixth century, 
probably not earlier than 550 AD, which renders high-
ly likely a repeated use of the grave. The small bow 
brooch may be dated to about the mid-fifth century, 
which also appears to be likely because of the grave’s 
position in the central section of the cemetery, where 
the earliest clothed inhumations are concentrated. This 
hypothetical grave 119A was certainly earlier than the 
first graves displaying Blechfibeln in this cemetery. 
Two graves containing crossbow brooches, grave B 
and grave 110, the former having been almost certainly 
reused in about the mid-sixth century, could have been 
contemporary with grave 119A (Fig. 4B-C). They can-
not be dated precisely between the second half or the 
last third of the fifth century and the first third of the 
sixth century. The links of the brooch combination in 
Fig. 3. Duratón, grave 427 (after Molinero 1971).
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grave 110 to north Pontic traditions appear to be espe-
cially strong. Even in this case, however, we can see 
the presence of a bow fibula of Numancia type, devel-
oped locally after Central-West European prototypes.
The Nieder-Florstadt type brooches from Madrona 24 
and Carpio de Tajo 119 lead us to a further point of 
interest. They both share a morphological feature that 
distinguishes them from their eastern and northernmost 
parallels: their footplates are shaped in a form half-way 
between a tongue and a heart. This form repeats itself 
in a number of mid-fifth century brooches from the ter-
ritories of the Visigoth kingdom (Fig. 5), as is shown 
by examples from Herpes, Chasseneuil-sur-Bonnieure, 
and probably a Spanish find lacking an exact prov-
enance (Delamain 1892, Pl. VI.22, VI.25; Poignant 
2010, Fig. 3; Zeiss 1934, Pl. 2.8). There is little doubt 
that we are dealing with a group of imitations of Cen-
tral European prototypes made by local workshop(s). 
The typological milieu of these objects appears to be 
a good example of the extent of diversity that inspired 
the local production of the Visigothic kingdom: we 
can identify the imitation of north Gaul-Rhineland 
origin brooches together with forms deeply rooted in 
middle-Danube traditions, such as the Prša-Levice and 
Carnuntum-Oslip types. A similar phenomenon, as has 
been said before, is also visible in the close formal 
relationship between Bulles-Lauriacum-Sindelfingen 
and Numancia brooches.
According to an extremely reductionist way of rea-
soning, what is not barbarian by origin, that is, what 
shows no straightforward connection with the Central 
and East European barbaricum, could be regarded as 
Roman. But the definition of ‘Roman’ clothing compo-
nents in the Visigothic kingdom also appears to be not 
so simple: here we are dealing with local or regional 
production, Mediterranean or Western-scale distrib-
uted ones, even with imports from the eastern Medi-
terranean. To what extent a certain category should 
be regarded as more Roman than other ones remains 
unclear. Furthermore, demonstrating that such objects 
were produced and used exclusively by late fifth-cen-
tury western ‘Romans’ is far beyond the possibilities of 
present-day archaeological records.
During what I have repeatedly referred to as the first 
phase of intense inhumation habillée, women buried 
clothed after certain Mediterranean traditions are al-
most completely missing. This is an interesting point 
for discussion, as they appear with noticeable fre-
quency in the sixth century, and become hegemonic 
by the beginning of the seventh century. Among the 
few hypothetical examples of mid-fifth century, not 
specifically barbarian female clothing, we can quote 
Madrona grave 154 (Molinero 1971, Pl. LXXV.2). 
However, the grave’s inventory has not been veri-
fied so far, and its disc brooch cannot be dated to a 
more precise time between the second half of the fifth 
century and the second third of the sixth century. The 
typology of the repoussé-decorated fibula, however, 
shows strong links with northern Gaul, Britain and 
the Rhineland. A number of female graves furnished 
with a big composite belt buckle and lacking any fibula 
(Fig. 2.80, 477, 616) could be linked to Late Roman 
traditions, as is shown convincingly by a number of 
authors (Martin 1991; Quast 1999). But this type of 
clothing is also well known in the middle-Danube and 
north Pontic regions, and an examination of the ar-
chaeological contexts relating to the finds in the West 
does not solve the problem of their cultural attribution: 
in some cases, they may appear next to some types of 
barbaricum-inspired clothing; in other cases they are 
found in backgrounds lacking any clear link with any 
kind of barbarian material culture. In such a context, 
Duratón grave 477 appears to be very revealing: being 
the earliest record of this type of clothing in the whole 
region, the belt buckle appears to be a Mediterranean 
Fig. 5. Fifth-century brooches after Central European prototypes: 1  Chasseneuil-sur-Bonnieure, grave 89; 2  Herpes;  
3  find spot unknown, probably of Spanish provenance; 4  Madrona, grave 24; 5  Carpio de Tajo, grave 119; 6  Herpes (after 
Poignant 2010; Delamain 1891; Zeiss 1934; Molinero 1971; Sasse 2000). 
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counterpart of a well-known Ponto-Danubian typology 
(Koch 1999; Pinar 2011).
There is little doubt that the funerary practice of bury-
ing the dead with everyday life’s adornments and ac-
cessories shows a close relationship between barbarian 
objects and clothing traditions during the second half 
of the fifth century. Thus, the general picture points to 
a link between such innovations and the presence of 
barbarian populations in southern Gaul and Hispania. 
Should we accept this hypothesis, then we might find 
the late fifth-century ‘Romanness’ in some of the ma-
jority of burials lacking any grave goods: in fact, they 
represent the clear majority even in every cemetery 
with a strong presence of barbarian clothing traditions. 
Nevertheless, we should avoid the reductionist equa-
tion no clothing accessory or grave goods = Roman 
individual. From recently carefully researched cem-
eteries such as Le Mouraut and Bénazet, we know that 
fifth-century artificial skull deformation, a practice at-
tributable, in this period and territory, to East European 
barbarians, occurs in graves without any metal cloth-
ing object or any grave goods (Cazes 2003; Catalo et 
al. 2008; Paya 2010). On the other hand, inhumation 
habillée occurs occasionally in cemeteries where bar-
barian influences never appear at all. Indeed, many 
examples conveyed both by archaeology and written 
witnesses show that it was never an unusual practice 
throughout the Mediterranean basin, in spite of the ad-
vice by Church fathers and the regulations of the earli-
est known liturgical compilations (Pinar, Turell 2007).
A certain ‘Romanness’ of dress is shown during the 
second half of the fifth century by male graves. When 
focusing our attention on cemeteries where the early 
presence of barbarian dressing traditions is stronger, 
we find that a number of Mediterranean or West Euro-
pean buckles appear in close proximity to female inhu-
mations dressed after the middle-Danube or northern 
Black Sea aristocratic fashion (Fig. 6). In cemeteries 
like Duratón, it is not unusual to find Mediterranean 
or Western-style clothed men lying next to female 
inhumations dressed after the barbarian fashion. In-
Fig. 6. Duratón: examples of pairs of graves displaying Ponto-Danubian female clothing accessories (after Molinero 1971).
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terpreting such pairs of broadly contemporary graves 
as traces of nuclear families, as is already proposed, 
is decidedly tempting (Pinar, Ripoll 2007, pp.74-80). 
Among the male graves forming part of such pairs, 
Duratón grave 614 appears to be the best example of a 
mixture of Mediterranean and East European clothing 
elements, as its cloisonné belt buckle and croissant-
shaped earring show respectively. No male belt record-
ed so far can be specifically related to Central or East 
European traditions, the eventual barbarian origin of 
such men is demonstrable on the basis of the remains 
of the clothing. A similar consideration deserves the 
likely presence of two combinations of cloak brooches 
and belt buckles (Figs. 2:169; 6:177) in the late-fifth 
century Duratón (Pinar 2010c, p.244ff). 
Thus, the small clothing finds convey a general picture 
where a multiplicity of cultural traditions coexisted. 
This picture did not change significantly during the 
following decades, when Ponto-Danubian, Merov-
ingian and Roman-Mediterranean influences are also 
to be seen. The balance between these components, 
however, changed as time went by. North-Pontic re-
latable dressing combinations with crossbow brooches 
disappeared after the first third of the sixth century; 
Danubian-inspired female dressing thus became he-
gemonic in ‘eastern barbarian’ clothing. Imports from 
northern Gaul were increasingly present in the territory 
of Aquitaine, while Danubian-inspired objects became 
extremely rare after the first third of the sixth century. 
A connection with the new political scenario set out by 
the Frankish conquest of Aquitania can reasonably be 
suggested.
One of the most interesting changes in the balance be-
tween the various cultural traditions is the growth of 
combinations based on Mediterranean-wide fashion, 
especially in central Spain. They appear from the mid-
sixth century on, but with some regional differences in 
the rhythm of the process. The clearest examples are 
combinations consisting of a big composite belt buckle 
and a disc or zoomorphic brooch (Fig. 7). Iconography 
furnishes a number of examples of how such a combi-
nation was deeply rooted in the Late Roman and Byz-
antine Mediterranean basin (for example, Baldini 1999, 
Fig. 58). Graves dressed in this way tend to appear in 
grave groupings where contemporary Danubian-influ-
enced female dress is attested: can they be interpreted 
as the result of an expanding tendency towards clothed 
inhumation, or as a further, mediterraneanising step in 
the evolution of barbarian-inspired dress?
Reg iona l -based  c lo th ing  types  and 
evo lu t ion
At least five regions with particular clothing types 
can be traced, their identification depending lastly on 
the state of archaeological research in each region 
and on the predominant funerary rite: only the areas 
with a sufficient number of explored clothed inhuma-
tions may enable the identification of specific regional 
clothing types and the tracking of their development 
through time.
The clearest distinct regions that we can identify on the 
basis of clothing accessories are the present province 
of Segovia in central Spain (Fig. 8.1-6), the central part 
of the Roman tract linking the cities of Caesaraugusta 
and Emerita Augusta (the provinces of Toledo, Madrid 
and Guadalajara) (Fig. 8.7-18), the ‘Silver Route’ in 
western Spain (the provinces of Badajoz, Cáceres, 
Salamanca and Zamora) (Fig. 8.19-24), the surround-
ings of Via Domitia in Narbonensis (Fig. 8.25-33), and 
the Charente region in northern Aquitania II (Fig. 8.34-
41). As can be seen, most of them are related to a major 
communication axis. In each of them, the above-men-
tioned characteristic mixture of elements defining a 
number of funerary contexts in the Visigothic kingdom 
can be observed, but presenting differences both in the 
typology of the accessories and the way of combining 
them (Fig. 9).
Thus, in the Segovia province, we may refer to the 
overwhelming prominence of middle-Danube origin 
clothes. Already attested to in the first period of intense 
inhumation habillée, a Danubian-influenced female 
dress will be a constant feature for at least four genera-
tions, from the last third of the fifth century to the third 
quarter of the sixth century, in the biggest cemeteries of 
Fig. 7. Carpio de Tajo: examples of graves furnished with composite belt buckles and disc brooches. A  grave 204; B  grave 
203 (after Sasse 2000).
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the region, such as Duratón (where pre-500 AD clothes 
after Danubian fashion appear exclusively), Castiltier-
ra, Aguilafuente and Madrona. During the decades im-
mediately before and after 500 AD, a Danubian-origin 
dress with a pair of big Blechfibeln worn on both sides 
of the chest, and a big composite belt buckle, appears 
to be typologically quite close to the Danubian proto-
types. From the second third of the sixth century on, 
however, the central Spanish Blechfibeln underwent a 
formal technical evolution: the middle-size exemplars 
became cast, while the bigger ones were replaced by 
local types of radiated, carved bow brooches deriving 
lastly from Danubian traditions.
In this region, combinations of clear northern Black 
Sea origin are not numerous: this type of clothing may 
have been replaced by middle-Danube origin ones 
quite quickly. The example of Duratón grave 344, a 
north-Pontic reminiscent combination with two cross-
bow brooches dating from the last third of the fifth cen-
tury, laid close to grave 327, a typical combination with 
brooches derived from Blechfibeln and dating from the 
second third of the sixth century, furnish some evi-
Fig. 8. The main areas of regional clothing types and their most characteristic find spots. A. Segovia: 1  Madrona; 2  Es-
pirdo; 3  Aguilafuente; 4  San Miguel de Neguera; 5  Duratón; 6  Castiltierra. B. Toledo–Madrid–Guadalajara: 7  Castillo 
de Bayuela; 8  Carpio de Tajo; 9  Illescas; 10  Pinto; 11  Gózquez de Arriba; 12  Cacera de las Ranas; 13  Camino de los 
Afligidos; 14  Santos de la Humosa; 15  Azuqueca; 16  Daganzo de Arriba; 17  Alovera; 18  Espinosa de Henares. C. Bada-
joz–Cáceres–Salamanca–Zamora: 19  Zamora; 20  Zarza de Granadilla; 21  Galisteo; 22  Cáceres; 23  Barbaño; 24  ‘Tierra 
de Barros’. D. Pyrénées-Orientales–Haute-Garonne–Aude–Hérault: 25  Estagel; 26  Sérignan; 27  Beissan; 28  Maguelone; 
29  Lunel-Viel; 30  Toulouse; 31  Le Vernet; 32  Molandier; 33  Routier. E. Charente-Maritime–Charente; 34  Asnières-la-
Giraud; 35  Saintes; 36  Biron; 37  Chadenac; 38  Criteuil-la-Magdeleine; 39  Roullet-Saint-Estèphe; 40  Ronsenac;  
41  Chasseneuil-sur-Bonnieure; 42  Herpes. 
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dence about what the destiny of such dress might have 
been. At least in that region, Pontic traditions seem to 
be already danubised after one or two generations. The 
above-mentioned early brooches found at Madrona, 
and some Numancia-type brooches from Duratón and 
Espirdo, may be the few forms that can be related to 
northern Gaul or Rhineland production.
The differences between this region and the nearby cen-
tral part of the Emerita-Caesaraugusta tract are remark-
able, in spite of the similar typological backgrounds 
displayed by the clothing accessories recorded in both 
territories. In this region, ‘eastern barbarian’ clothing is 
represented by graves furnished with a single Blechfi-
bel: such dress is almost absent in the Segovia region, 
except for a late, possibly second third of the sixth 
Fig. 9. Diachronic regional sequences showing the evolution of clothing accessories in southern Gaul and Hispania (after 
Delamain 1892; Barrière-Flavy 1892; Paya 2010; Pinar 2011, forthcoming; Poignant 2010; Lantier 1943, 1949; Mo-
linero 1971; Lucas, Viñas 1977; Ardanaz 2000; Catalán, Rojas 2010; Oñate 2010; Raynaud 1986; Donoso, Burdiel 1970; 
Fernández de la Mora 1974; Gohlke, Neumayer 1996; Périn 1991; Sasse 2000; Foreigners in Early Medieval Europe: http://
www2.rgzm.de/foreigners/frame.cfm?Language=UK).
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century, not verified example from Duratón grave 373 
(Molinero 1971, Pl. XXXIII.1). The limited available 
data points to the brooches being worn on one shoulder 
or on the skeleton’s pelvis. The latter position finds no 
sure counterpart in the territory of Segovia. The use of 
just one Blechfibel occurs far more frequently in the 
north-Pontic area than in the middle Danube, and the 
pelvic position of the brooches, although rare, can be 
traced to Chernyakhov culture territory (Mastykova 
2007, p.213; Hopkalo 2011, pp.28-29).
Yet another difference between the two main regions 
of clothing of central Spain can be observed during 
the late fifth century and the early sixth century. In 
the southernmost one, we can mention the remarkable 
quantity of finds of early radiated bow brooches with 
carved decoration, attributable lastly to middle-Dan-
ube traditions of dress. Related brooches do not ap-
pear in the Segovia area prior to the second third of the 
sixth century, with the sole likely exception of Mad-
rona grave 41 (Molinero 1971, Pl. LXVIII.2). Another 
typological feature of this region is the considerable 
number of eagle-shaped cloisonné brooches; the only 
example dating back prior to 500 AD, Talavera de la 
Reina (?), should have been found in this region. How-
ever, even the later examples, dating to the first third 
of the sixth century, are rare in the northernmost terri-
tories. Also the composite belt buckles of Azután type 
show a similar dissemination pattern, the finds south 
of the Guadarrama mountain range being overwhelm-
ingly more frequent than north of it.
Yet another region with characteristic elements of 
clothing can be identified in Hispania, in spite of the 
dramatically fragmentary archaeological documenta-
tion. The finds located in the surroundings of the Silver 
Route, connecting Emerita Augusta with Asturica in 
northwest Spain, throughout the provinces of Bada-
joz, Cáceres, Salamanca and Zamora, show a some-
what different evolution. We find two principal types 
of object here: crossbow brooches and eagle-shaped 
cloisonné brooches, both categories being remarkably 
homogeneous on a regional basis, as the decoration 
of the former and the morphology of the latter show. 
Female dress combinations along the Silver Route do 
not seem to survive after the end of the first third of 
the sixth century, thus marking yet another difference 
with regard to central Spanish regional-based clothing 
elements.
The most easily recognisable region of independent 
clothing in southern Gaul is located in the territory of 
Narbonensis I, or more exactly on the coast, in the pre-
sent-day départements of Pyrénées-Orientales, Aude 
and Hérault. Just as in Spain, the spread of female dress 
combinations and elements is connected with a major 
Roman transport axis, the Via Domitia. The main el-
ement in this region is the wide use of radiated bow 
brooches, frequently integrated in dress combinations 
consisting of a single fibula, worn on one shoulder or 
on the upper thorax, and a composite belt buckle. Such 
dress is recorded during the first three quarters of the 
sixth century. Sharply distinguishable from contempo-
rary dominant female dress both in the Segovia prov-
ince and along the Silver Route, it nonetheless shares a 
number of features with finds along the Emerita-Cae-
saraugusta road. Dresses with pairs of radiated bow 
brooches are also known in Narbonensis from the late 
fifth century: this is a feature shared with the Emerita-
Caesaraugusta and later the Segovia regions.
The use of radiated bow brooches in Narbonensis 
dates back to the mid-fifth century, as is shown by the 
already-mentioned Maguelone grave 2187. This grave 
belongs to the earliest female inhumations dressed af-
ter north Pontic traditions in coastal Narbonensis, to-
gether with Estagel 118. The presence of these early 
dresses enables the identification of a kind of northern 
appendix for the Via Domitia-based region (maybe 
an independent clothing region?), formed by finds at 
Routier, Molandier-Bénazet, Le Vernet-Le Mouraut 
and Toulouse. It is recognisable only before 500 AD, 
their defining elements being both north Pontic com-
binations with crossbow brooches and middle-Danube 
inspired dresses with pairs of radiated bow brooches. 
A cruciform brooch produced in Anglo-Saxon Britain 
found at Castelnaudary, dating from the second half of 
the fifth century (Barrière-Flavy 1892, Pl. IV.2), could 
be related to this group of cemeteries: it would outline 
a certain presence of northwest elements in a milieu 
dominated by north Pontic and middle-Danube tra-
ditions of clothing. Among the main features of this 
group of cemeteries north of the Via Domitia, however, 
we should list the disappearance of clothes inspired in 
an eastern barbarian fashion about 500 AD. Judging 
from the available evidence, especially at Bénazet and 
Le Mouraut, people had abandoned Ponto-Danubian 
types of clothing by the beginning of the sixth century.
At Estagel and Maguelone, we can observe the evolu-
tion undergone by north Pontic dress styles along the 
Via Domitia. The data available on both cemeteries, 
although limited, is remarkably homogeneous: Estagel 
grave 117 and Maguelone grave 2212, both lying close 
to earlier graves after the north Pontic fashion, were 
furnished with pairs of small radiated bow brooches 
dating from the late fifth century or the early sixth 
century (Lantier 1949, p.56, Fig. 2; Legrand-Garnotel 
2004, Fig. 59). In Maguelone, mid-and-late sixth-cen-
tury graves in the same cemetery section confirm the 
adoption of middle-Danube dress traditions with pairs 
of radiated bow brooches.
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Let me finish this short overview of the dress regions 
within the territory of the Visigothic kingdom by refer-
ring to another region with specific clothing features in 
northern Aquitania II, in the present-day départements 
of Charente and Charente-Maritime. Here the difficul-
ties are bigger, because of the extremely fragmentary 
knowledge on the main sites of the region, such as the 
cemeteries of Herpes and Biron. As has already been 
seen, the first is a somewhat special case, character-
ised by a remarkable presence of objects originating 
in Anglo-Saxon Britannia. They appear frequently 
from the late fifth and early sixth centuries to the end 
of the second third of the sixth century (Soulat 2009, 
pp.188-197). Broadly contemporaneously, a signifi-
cant number of radiated bow brooches finding their 
best counterparts in northern Gaul and the Rhine re-
gion are recorded in the cemetery (Delamain 1892, 
Pl. VI.23; XIII.84-86; XIV.91-93; Stutz 2003, Pl. 57-
61). Nevertheless, before that ‘northwestern horizon’ 
came, Danubian finds were preeminent in the site: this 
is pointed to by the mid-fifth century Prša-Levice and 
Carnuntum-Oslip inspired brooches from Herpes. This 
evolution pattern, as far as the data available enables 
an assertion, seems to be repeated in other cemeteries 
in this region. Thus, at Biron we can find Merovingian 
radiated bow brooches and bird brooches dating from 
the late fifth century onwards (Stutz 2003, nos. 817, 
838). Nevertheless, before 500 AD, the picture seems 
to be dominated by finds connected with middle-Dan-
ube or north Pontic traditions, such as small Blechfi-
beln and the rest of a composite belt buckle (Maurin 
1999, Fig. 72). A similar interpretation might be giv-
en to the crossbow brooch found in the repeatedly 
used grave 484 at Chadenac, where later elements of 
Merovingian female clothes have also been identified 
(Mornais 2000, p.98). The recently researched cem-
etery at Chasseneuil-sur-Bonnieure may be one of the 
clearest examples of this tendency: by the third quarter 
of the fifth century, we can mention a pair of brooches 
from grave 89, which mix elements of Western Bulles-
Lauriacum-Sindelfingen brooches and middle-Danube 
Prša-Levice ones. By the beginning of the sixth cen-
tury, we may mention grave 87, where a woman wore 
a composite cloisonné belt buckle without any fibula, 
a type of dressing that is widespread in some other 
territories of the Visigothic regnum. Over this first 
inhumation, a second burial was made. It contained a 
combination of elements typical of northern Gaul: ra-
diated bow brooches with trapezoidal foot, cloisonné 
disc brooches and bird-shaped brooches, dating from 
the late fifth century or the first third of the sixth centu-
ry (Poignant 2010, pp.174-176). Its stratigraphical po-
sition places it after 500 AD, giving a precise date for 
the beginning of the ‘merovingisation’ of dress in that 
region. Grave 94 in the same cemetery, another clear 
example of Merovingian-style female clothing (Poign-
ant 2010, Fig. 3), can be dated roughly to the same time 
span. Isolated graves and stray finds connected with 
sixth-century Merovingian dress found at Asnières-la-
Giraud, Criteuil-la-Magdeleine, Roullet-St. Estephe, 
Ronsenac and Saintes fit the same pattern (Stutz 2003). 
Even if deeply influenced by Merovingian fashion, 
this clothing region will keep some extent of its per-
sonality: here we must mention the grave unearthed 
Fig. 10. Examples of sixth-century female clothes furnished with six brooches: A  Chasseneuil-sur-Bonnieure, grave 87;  
B  Herpes, grave unearthed on 15 June 1890 (after Poignant 2010; Delamain 1891).
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on 15 June 1890 at Herpes, and grave 87 at Chasse-
neuil-sur-Bonnieure, with combinations consisting of 
six brooches (Fig. 10), and the grave at Asnières-la-
Giraud, containing five brooches (Delamain 1891 Pl. 
VIII.44, XIII.24, XV.102; Poignant 2010, Fig. 3; Dan-
gibeaud 1895-96). Although known occasionally in the 
Merovingian area, such combinations are rare outside 
northern Aquitania II.
Conc lus ions
This brief survey points out the importance of two still 
insufficiently researched aspects of Visigothic period 
funerary archaeology. They both help us to reconstruct 
a general picture dominated by multicultural and het-
erogeneity.
The multiplicity of traditions which shaped clothing in 
the early Visigothic West is recognisable already from 
the earliest times. The importance of the various cul-
tural components differs from region to region, even if 
a common yet heterogeneous substrate can be recon-
structed during the mid-and-late fifth century. Regional 
differences become more evident during the sixth cen-
tury, showing sharply distinguishable developments 
which concern both clothing and funerary practices. In 
one region, Charente, the impact of the changing his-
torical circumstances should be considered as a partial 
explanation for the changes in clothing type. For the 
rest, no comparable factor could be claimed: we are 
certainly dealing here with a slow transformation of 
material culture and social praxis.
Thus, the picture of a mosaic of regions helping to 
shape distinct funerary and clothing cultures that is 
evoked in the title seems to suit the situation as out-
lined nowadays by archaeology.
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PARADE  
OF  SHIELDS  
АТ THE  
CROSSROADS 
OF GERMANIC 
CULTURES 
KULTŪRŲ SANKIRTA  
AR REGIONŲ MOZAIKA?  
ANKSTYVASIS  VIZIGOTŲ  
REGNUM  Iš  MAŽŲ RADINIŲ 
PERSPEKTYVOS
JOAN PINAR GIL
San t rauka
šioje trumpoje apžvalgoje pabrėžiama dviejų iki šiol 
nepakankamai tyrinėtų vizigotų laikotarpio laidosenos 
archeologijos aspektų svarba. Abu šie aspektai padeda 
rekonstruoti bendrą vaizdą, kuriame vyravo daugiakul-
tūriškumas ir nevienalytiškumas (1–10 pav.).
Tradicijų sudėtingumas, kuris formavo vizigočių mo-
terų aprangą, atpažįstamas jau nuo ankstyvųjų laikų. 
Įvairūs kultūriniai komponentai skiria vieną regioną 
nuo kito, netgi jei bendras – vis dėlto heterogeniškas – 
substratas, jis gali būti rekonstruojamas V a. vidurio ir 
pabaigos medžiagos pagrindu. Skirtumai, aiškiai liu-
dijantys beišsiskiriančią regionų raidą, tampa ryškesni 
VI amžiuje. šie skirtumai yra susiję tiek su apranga, 
tiek su laidosena. Viename regione – Charente – be-
sikeičiančių istorinių aplinkybių įtaka iš dalies galima 
būtų paaiškinti aprangos tipų pokyčius. Likusiems re-
gionams negalima pritaikyti lyginamojo veiksnio: tai 
susiję su lėta materialinės kultūros ir socialinės prakti-
kos transformacija. 
Vertė Rasa Banytė-Rowell
